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Abstract 

With the different query the different retrieval results will be got. According to the 

viewpoint of each user has different query need, a method that can adapt user automatically 

are proposed in information retrieval. To detect the information demands of users from 

multilanguage electronic text, the method analyzed the keywords used on information 

retrieval and gathered those keywords, summarized the relationship between keywords, 

selected accuracy word to word translation, deal with ambiguity of words to build reference 

information by learning and feedback process. The retrieval system is able to auto-adapt 

retrieval demand of different users by renewing reference information. Evaluation experiment 

results indicate the trend of adapting user and the availability of the method. 
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1. Introduction 

With the developing and popularity of Internet and the fast increasing of electronic text, 

the research of natural language processing has got a widespread concern by many 

researchers, Such as NLP technology is used in the protection of privacy in E-communication 

[1], the research of word sense disambiguation [2] uses Information Gain to calculate the 

weight of different position's context to construct the feature vectors, and get an improved 

Bayesian model.  Especially the application of information retrieval is more and more 

extensive. Although many information retrieval systems have been developed, they almost 

use single language and the Boolean matching strategy by means of keyword search 

techniques for the simplicity to implement. There is also more information retrieval system 

for multilanguage information retrieval, and they are ability to search same information by 

different language, but still have some problems. 

A multilanguage electronic information retrieval tool for sorting out a large quantity of 

electronic text information and for finding desirous information for users by Internet become 

increasingly important, and the text information that user want to find are expressed by 

different language, usually users can not find requisite information by search queries in single 

language. 

For single language information retrieval method, a thesaurus was constructed by 

extracting interrelated words of request keywords from search target text gather with statistic 

method. The thesaurus is used to information retrieval system [3]. The method was proposed 

for extracting the information needs of WWW search system users, by analyzing the search 

keywords list logged by the system. Paper [4] presents an intelligent information retrieval 

system; the system is based on automatic thesaurus construction and used to document 
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clustering and classification. Paper[5] proposed a called after the sequential searching model, 

the algorithm calculate the relationship between each search keywords logged, and group 

them into several groups, which is supposed to represent the information needs of users. 

Paper[6] proposed a method to realize an interactive guidance mechanism for document 

retrieval system, developed a user-interface which presents users the visualized map of topics 

at each stage of retrieval process and extracted automatically topic words by frequency 

analysis, measured the relationship among topic words by their co-occurrence. 

For Multilanguage information retrieval system method, paper [7] proposed a 

theoretically grounded alternative, which uses sense disambiguation based upon context 

terms within the source text, introduced the concept of translation probabilities 

incorporating a context term and extends. Experiment results show availability of 

disambiguation. Paper [8] presents an approach that computes translation probabilities 

for a given query by using only a bilingual dictionary and a monolingual  corpus in the 

target language. The method combines term association measures with an iterative 

machine learning approach based on expectation maximization. Their approach 

considers only pairs of translation candidates and is therefore less sensitive to da ta 

sparseness issues than approaches using higher n-grams. The learned translation 

probabilities are used as query term weights and integrated into a vector -space retrieval 

system. It used in English-German cross-lingual retrieval show improvements over a 

baseline using dictionary lookup without term weighting.  Many researches focus on the 

web information retrieval field and utilize their own web crawlers to crawl, index, and 

analyze contents of the pages and network structure of the web [9]. But we are only 

interested in the retrieval results of natural language contents; each has its own research 

challenges and problems.  

In this paper, we extend request keywords gather by a thesaurus and get translation 

keywords by a dictionary. The method deals with ambiguity by user feedback process and 

learning process. Along with the processing for search record, get the information in target 

text and search results text, extract common words in correct results and erroneous results, 

also use them as reference information for following retrieval. The system is consisted of 

translation processing, retrieval processing, and feedback processing and learning processing. 

The following we will introduce each part of the method and confirm the usefulness of the 

method by experiments. 

 

2. Outline of the Method 

In general, a variety of keywords are used to retrieve information on the same topic. These 

keywords are different according to each user with various viewpoints. When search text is 

multilanguage, retrieval system must find the information of user’s longing, witch are 

described by different language.  

There are two problems for a keyword retrieval information system:  

The first problem is that various keywords are used to retrieval information for the same 

retrieval topic.  Users use differ keywords because they has differ viewpoint. So that, retrieval 

system must gather and filtrate those keywords, correlative synonyms to find all demand 

information of users.  

The second problem is that keywords of some language must be mapping to a keyword 

gather by different language. 
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When different request keywords are enlarged with synonyms by a thesaurus, the keyword 

gather will be a large quantity with different language. That is important how to select 

synonyms, how to filtrate important keywords that has high priority of express retrieval 

demand of users and how to select translation words by dealing with ambiguity. 

The flowchart of the method is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Outline of the method 
 

At first, input a sentence, a phrase or a word. The system processes the input by 

morphological and syntactical analysis, and then system extracts common words from 

input that have been processed. The system gets all synonyms of common words and 

translation words. The system searches all sentences including the extracted words and 

including translation words from different language. The system ranks all the retrieved 

results by means of their order of priority for all sentences or phrases with different 

language. 

 

2.1. Morphological Analysis 

We use the ChaSen as tool of Morphological for a Japanese sentence [10] and the 

ICTCLAS as tool of word segmentation for Chinese sentences [11]. The word is gathered and 

deletes those function words by referring to function word list. The function word is those 

words that don’t express fact meaning, Such as particle words in Japanese and auxiliary 

words in Chinese. 

 

2.2. Translation Processing 

Mapping the words gather of input sentences to words of differ language by Japanese to 

Chinese (Chinese to Japanese) and Japanese to English (Chinese to English) dictionary. 
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Sometimes the words of queries are untranslatable, because there are not in the dictionary. 

Such as an apparent word is a new word or a compound word.  The mostly untranslatable 

words of query generally in dictionaries are new words, compound words, people’s name, the 

name of organization and special terms. Paper [12] proposed a method of cross language 

information retrieval based dictionary. The key problem is the translation of word to word. 

The main problem and difficulty are how to solve the translation ambiguity in the method 

of dictionary-based cross language information retrieval [13-15]. To solve this problem, we 

use feedback process and learning process to reduce the ambiguity of word translation. 

Because user selects desired search results then the selection procedure is a supervised 

learning. This supervised learning is carried out automatically when user selects search results. 

 

2.3. Retrieval Processing 

Retrieval processing uses the keywords gather that consist of synonyms and translation 

words as retrieval query. In order to get all retrieval result that is relational demand of user, 

we extend keyword gather by using similarity word and synonym of keywords as query. 

Otherwise reference information that got by feedback processing and learning processing is 

used on searching. 

 

2.4. Feedback Processing 

For the results of information retrieval, the search engine gives generally a list with short 

summary. User selects the desired results. This process is a supervised learning. 

Retrieval results are ranked at priority by likelihood evaluation function, LEF is shown as 

formulation (1) that is calculated by number of common words in correct search results and 

erroneous search results. User selects the desired search results and unused search results then 

the system extracts the common words in selected results. Reference information is consist of 

word pairs obtained from retrieval results that user selects.  

At beginning, reference information is empty. The system gains reference information of 

word translation by repeating process of feedback processing. That reference information can 

not only deal with ambiguity, but also can filter retrieval results and let the retrieval results 

adapt users. 

 

2.5. Learning Processing 

To improve the adaptability of method for user, statistic method is used. The system 

calculates the appearance frequency of the common words in correct search results and 

erroneous results that was returned from feedback processing. By morphological analyzing, 

the system gets a sequence of words of search result sentences which is correct or erroneous 

judged by user.  

Following Figure 2 is an illustration of reference information. Learning processing gets 

reference information by calculating appearance frequency of common words, then retrieval 

processing uses reference information to improve search effect. 
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Figure 2. Reference information 
 

Ranking of retrieval result is according to the LEF, called value of likelihood evaluation 

function; calculate by formulation (1): 
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Here  and   are coefficients, CH, EH and S are the number of correct words in 

retrieval text, the number of erroneous words in retrieval text and the length of the 

character string respectively. The coefficient of LEF is decided by greedy method in 

preliminary experiments.  

 

2.6. Preliminary Experiment 

To decide the optimum coefficient of LEF, we carried out a preliminary experiment. We 

use three kinds of text: engineering text, economics text and literature text, every kind of the 

text 500 sentences about 46800 words. We suppose some parameter pairs, input queries and 

search results from the experiment data. We use greedy method; repeat procedure of the 

input, search and evaluate by supposed parameters, the main results of preliminary 

experiment are shown as table 1. 

Table 1. Preliminary Experiments of Optimum Coefficients 

α  1 0 1 5 10 1 1 1 2 

β  1 1  0 1 1 5 10 2 1 

Precision 73.95 80.76 86.0 88.78 84.1 82.14 87.63 87.63 85.62 

recall 60.05 79.24 84.7 96.22 92.9 84.86 79.37 77.37 82.38 

According the experimental results, =5 and =1 are decided. 

 

3. Experiments and Evaluation 

To evaluation availability of the method, we carry out retrieval experiments. 

 

3.1. Data Collection 

We collect three fields of text as data of experiments from Web. The engineering text 

contains 196,085 words, the economics text contains 185,915 words and the literature text 

contains 212,816. Total of the data are 594,816 words. The engineering text contains the text 

of electronics, communication engineering, machine engineering and nuclear industry. The 

Retrieval processing

Learning processing

Correct results 

common words

Erroneous results

Common words
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economics text contains the text of economic system, economic policy and economic theory. 

The literature text contains history novel, modern novel and war novel etc. 

We also gathered experiment data of 5800 Japanese paragraphs from Internet, and used 

morphology tool of ChaSen to segment the text to words. The segmented text is used on 

learning processing. Then system extends the queries gather by thesaurus, map those queries 

to Chinese and English queries by the dictionary. The extended queries gather is used on 

retrieval target text.  

We can input Chinese queries and Japanese queries. But in this paper, we not use English 

text; only carry out two kinds of languages: Chinese text and Japanese text. The retrieval 

results are ranked at priority of value of LEF. That Japanese text is consisted of four fields: 

language, law, program and basis. 

To get search reference information, user feedback the results of the system search with 

correct judgment or erroneous judgment. The system extracts common words from correct 

results and erroneous results. 
 

3.2. Experiment Procedure 

At the beginning of experiment, the reference information is empty. We construct a file of 

batch that contains queries as input. At first the system use the thesaurus to extend the input 

queries, then translates query words by the dictionaries and searches the text that contains 

queries. For the results, user selects desirable results. At the feedback process, the selected 

and unselected results are returned to the system, the learning processing deal with the results. 

The results are segmented into words; the relationship is established with high frequency 

words and saved as reference information. Next search will make use of the renewed 

reference information to deal with word ambiguity. The reference information includes 

queries and registered common words that extract from selected search results and with high 

appearance frequency. With the learning processing, the reference information are renewed, 

the frequency of correct words and the frequency of erroneous words in search results are 

renewed. Otherwise, we define a time parameter that denotes the order of search time. 

The time parameter of queries and words show the use time that the queries and words 

are used in information retrieval. If the LEF of two results is equal then the rank of 

priority is decided by the time parameter. 

 

3.3. Experiment Evaluation Method 

For the evaluation of experiment results, we use the following formulas; precision and 

recall are calculated by (2) (3). The precision is the percentage which the correct search 

results occupy the total search results. The recall is the percentage which the correct search 

results occupy the total correct results in search object text.  

%100
TNRR

NCRR
precision                                             (2) 

%100
TNCROT

NCRR
recall                                             (3) 

Here CNRR is the number of correct retrieval results, TNRR is the number of total 

retrieval results and TNCROT is the total number of correct result in the object text. 

The correct retrieval results are the results that the paragraphs contain queries and user 

desires. CNRR is the number of correct retrieval paragraph that contain queries. 
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3.4. Experiment Results 

We random select some results to calculate the precision and recall, the calculation results 

as follow Table 2, 3, 4 show. 

Table 2. Retrieval Result of before Feedback 

query Retrieval Results Correct Results Error Results Precision [%] 

Language text 101 74 27 73.3 

Law text 156 75 81 48.1 

Program text 140 57 83 40.7 

Basis text 92 16 76 17.4 

Average 45.4 

 

Table 2 shows the results of first times before feedback processing. 

Table 3. Retrieval Result of After Feedback 

Query Retrieval Results Correct/Error Results Precision /Recall[%] 

Language 125 101/24 81.0/98.0 

Law 171 124/47 72.3/93.4 

Program 158 124/34 78.5/95.5 

Basis 35 19/16 54.3/100.0 

Average 75.3/95.7 

 

Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of first times and second times search after feedback 

respectively. The results show the Precision and the Recall are improved. 

Table 4. Retrieval Result of After Second Feedback 

Query Retrieval Results Correct/Error Results Precision /Recall[%] 

Language 128 110/18 85.9/100.0 

Law 187 156/7 83.4/96.3 

Program 165 132/11 80.0/89.4 

Basis 69 54/2 78.3/99.5 

Average 82.3/96.3 

 

4. Discussion 

In this paper, the proposed method deals with only words translation ambiguity. The 

unknown word translation problem is not in considering scope. About unknown words are 

those words that can not be found in dictionaries. 

The experiments are carried out repeatedly, the system would adapt users by feedback 

processing and learning processing. After the experiments, reference information has 

registered; the search results will be improved.  

According to the experiment results that show in Table 2, 3, 4, the precision and the recall 

are improved after feedback processing. By the feedback, words ambiguity is disposed to a 

certain degree and search results of adapting user are obtained. The common words are useful 

to filter search results. 
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Through feedback processing and learning processing, the reference information is 

enriched; retrieval results are more adapting users besides cross information retrieval of 

unknown words. 

 

 

Figure 3. Change of Precision 

 

Figure 3 shows the change of precision. Three curves delegate the precision of the 

before feedback, after feedback and after second feedback respectively. The three curves 

indicate the performance of proposed method. The relevant data are shown as Table 2, 3, 4. 

When experiment is carried out after feedback, the reference information is established, the 

search precisions are improved clearly.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a method that uses a thesaurus to extend query keyword 

gather, and uses dictionary to get translation words. We filter search results by using 

common words extracted from the correct and erroneous results. The search reference 

information is generated by feedback processing through registering words information  

of correct search results and erroneous search results. The problem of words to words 

translation is translation ambiguity. The learning processing and feedback processing is 

a stratagem of deal with translation ambiguity.  

At learning processing, the system uses ChaSen of morphological tool to segment 

correct and erroneous search results, and calculates the frequency of those words, 

extracts information of adapting user. For the search result, user judges the correct or 

erroneous, and then the system returns them to register in the reference information at 

feedback processing. For the correct search results, the queries that used in correct 

search will be increased authority. Otherwise, the queries that used in erroneous search 

will be decreased authority. 

At last, the evaluation experiments are accomplished by inputting Japanese text and 

outputting Chinese text. The experiments show the validity of the proposed method.  

We deal with the ambiguity of word translation by using the feedback process; and 

extend the search queries by thesaurus.  

As the result shows the method of adapting user by feedback and learning process is 

effective. The feedback process updates the information of registered in the reference 
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information such as the relationship of translation words with other queries, so that the 

ability of adapting user is improved uninterruptedly.  

For the future works, we plan to use this proposed method for open text on Internet 

and improve the method let’s more effective. In addition, more detailed evaluation 

experiment is necessary. 
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